At Dr. B. C. Roy College of Pharmacy and Allied Health Sciences young technologists are
groomed with great care to equip them with both professional and personal skills which will hold
the in good stead in their professional life. A series of lectures by distinguished professionals
from the industry and the academia is arranged for a comprehensive teaching learning process. In
addition to this, the college also organizes national seminars to bring academicians, researchers,
industry leaders, experts and students on a common platform. In the last academic session
following seminars were organized:

On 7th August, 2019 Mr Prabir Ghosh, ex Registrar, State Pharmacy Council, delivered a
seminar on "History of Pharmacy education in India". The highlights were on scope of pharmacy
education and history of pharmacy curriculum and the changes made according to changing time
and requirements.
On the same day, another session was dedicated to Mr Debabrata Ghosh, former Asstt Director,
Drug Control, West Bengal, where he delivered a speech on "B. Pharm Curriculum with relation
to various pharmaceutical jobs". His highlights were on, Importance of each subject taught to
students regarding various jobs; Application of course curriculum to industrial jobs and
knowledge and skill development required in the current scenario.
On 7th September, 2019 Mr. Kunal Vora, Co founder and CEO of SHRM Biotechnologies Pvt.
Ltd. delivered a speech on "Career in Biotechnology and life Sciences- Prospects and Future
Perspectives". In his message he emphasized on the grooming of the students for industry
exposure.
On 22nd February, 2020, Dr Ajoy Kumar Roy, delivered an awe inspiring speech on
"Comprehensive Methodology to Appraise Knowledge base for jobs and Career Growth in the
Pharma Industry."
On 12th march, 2020 Mr Nandan Sengupta, College Ambassador to India, Cambridge Marketing
College, Cambridge, UK gave a deliberation on "Application of Digital Marketing in society
including Pharmacy”.
In order to bring pharmaceutical professionals under one roof during the COVID-19 lockdown
period, Dr BC Roy college of Pharmacy & AHS organized a webinar series, in which
distinguished speakers from the industry, healthcare sector and academia shared their
knowledge and experiences with students, faculty members and research scholars across the
globe. The webinar series included industry professionals like Dr Praveen Kumar Sharma (Lead
Intellectual Property Management Biologics Division, Dr Reddy’s laboratories), Prof. (Dr)
Suhrita Paul (Principal, Burdwan medical college) and Dr R S Thakur (Dean, Ranchi College of
Pharmacy).

